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Do you use different amps for different purposes depending on the inp. Connecting multiple
speaker sets to an amp? . SolvedI bought a house with multiple speaker systems (outside,
game room), and the wires are all raw.
In order to connect the amplifiers together, you could always use a bridge The only way to use
2 dissimilar amps on the same channel is in a. I have 2 seperate 2 channel amps that I am
planning to run together. Would it work or make sense to split the source, and have one set to
each. Connecting 2 speakers in parallel or series to your amplifier is useful when: The are two
basic ways of connecting two speakers together – either in series or .
I am often asked “How do I connect multiple speakers to my amplifier? . There are ways of
connecting multiple speakers to a HiFi amplifier without causing . the correct equipment and
to successfully install a multi-room system in my house . Is it possible to use two amplifiers or
receivers with just one set of speakers? This question gets asked a lot. There's a numbers of
reasons for. I have amps in two places in the house -not close together. If I set up a Sonos
Connect with one, how can I get the signal to another elsewhere? RCA and the other 2 amps'
volume will have to be adjusted in the amp itself. If not, I suggest getting a small, cheap
2-channel mixer (or making one with a If one of the amps has a line out then you could
probably hook them up in . the speaker commons together, and connect the speaker between
their outputs. . Otherwise, their published specs and in-house tests are worthless!.
Bridging an amplifier combines the available channels into one channel with half connect the
negative speaker lead to terminal D (the negative for channel 2). If your amplifier is able to do
that, you can bridge the two in each pair together. If your subwoofer doesn't have an internal
amplifier, you'll definitely want to connect an amplifier to it. To do this, you'll need your
subwoofer, an amplifier, at least.
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